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The biorenewable nature of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) has opened up new 
opportunities for cost-effective, sustainable materials design. By taking advantage of their 
distinctive structural properties and self-assembly, promising applications have started to 
nurture the fields of flexible electronics, biomaterials, and nanocomposites. CNCs exhibit 
two fundamental characteristics: rod-like morphology (5-20 nm wide, 50-500 nm long), 
and lyotropic behavior (i.e., liquid crystalline mesophases formed in solvents), which 
offer unique opportunities for structural control and fine tuning of thermal and optical 
properties based on a proper understanding of their individual behavior and interactions 
at different length scales. In the present work, we attempt to provide an integral 
description of the influence of single crystals in the thermal and optical response 
exhibited by nanostructured films. Our approach involved the connection of experimental 
evidence with predictions of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 
In order to assess the effect of CNC orientation in the bulk response, we produced 
cellulose nanostructured films under two different mechanisms, namely, self-organization 
and shear orientation. Self-organized nanostructured films exhibited the typical iridescent 





the cholesteric organization, generating highly aligned structures with high optical 
transparency. The resultant CNC organization present in all nanostructured films was 
estimated by a second order statistical orientational distribution based on two-
dimensional XRD signals. A new method to determine the coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE) in a contact-free fashion was developed to properly characterize the 
thermal expansion of thin soft films by excluding other thermally activated phenomena. 
The method can be readily extended to other soft materials to accurately measure thermal 
strains in a non-destructive way. By evaluating the magnitude of film CTEs relative to 
those of individual CNC crystals, we highlighted the significant role played by crystalline 
interfaces. Likewise, after measuring the thermal conductivity of a single crystal and 
CNC films having multiple organizations, the interfacial thermal resistance arose as a 
governing factor for heat transport. We will offer further insights into the intricate 
connection of thermal and optical properties towards a future efficient manufacture and 







CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON STRUCTURE-PROPERTY 
RELATIONS ON CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTALS  
1.1 Thesis Overview 
This thesis aims to contribute to the advancement of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) 
as robust materials, whose biorenewable nature and unique structural features are capable 
of enhancing existent technologies and propose novel applications across disciplines. We 
attempt to describe the CNC self-assembly, complex interactions, and optimal structural 
control to obtain finely tuned properties by targeting three general questions: 1. To what 
extent can the properties of a CNC film be predicted based on the understanding of a 
single CNC? 2. Can the unique properties of CNCs be simultaneously preserved within a 
different material matrix? and 3. Can the interfacial interactions be controlled in order to 
obtain a set of specific properties desired in CNC-based materials development?  
To address these questions, we studied the influence of CNC self-assembly on the 
enhancement of thermal, mechanical, and optical properties of nanostructured CNC films 
as well as CNC nanocomposites. We also followed a distinctive research approach that 
attempts to capture an integral image of the underlying mechanisms governing the bulk 
materials response by connecting our experimental evidence and phenomenological 
models with inputs from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The research 
contributions presented here embrace versatile elements from the examination of 





thermal expansion determination in soft materials. Four chapters structure the body of 
this thesis, summarizing the main findings published in scientific literature and 
reproduced with permission in different chapters to guide a coherent description of the 
text.  
Subsequent sections in Chapter 1 will describe some fundamentals of CNC film 
processing and CNC alignment control. The chapter highlights the distinctive self-
assembly and properties of CNCs. CNCs naturally offer a unique set of characteristics 
(e.g. rod-like shape, asymmetric surface chemistry, chirality, polydispersity), challenging 
to attain in nanoparticles prepared via synthetic routes. In particular, the high degree of 
self-assembly achieved by CNCs in the presence of solvents (e.g., chiral nematic, 
lyotropic response) allows the transfer of specific microstructural features and patterns to 
the solid state via simple evaporation. We controlled this multivariable process (i.e., 
surface tension and temperature gradients competing with CNC concentration-type of 
solvent dependent self-assembly) in order to produce films (~100 nm to 100 µm thick) 
that exhibited a unique combination of properties (e.g., simultaneous iridescent optical 
appearance and low thermal expansion). The interplay of properties we achieved is 
highly dependent on the extent of CNC alignment induced along the films and on a very 
precise CNC pitch control. The optical reflection of the manufactured films varied from 
colorful iridescent to highly transparent, whereas the in-plane thermo-mechanical 
response can be adjusted to obtain highly organized isotropic or anisotropic aligned states. 
We quantified nanoparticle alignment based on the statistical distribution of directions 
given by the Hermans order parameter revealed by the crystalline planes observed in the 





homogeneity of CNC alignment using polarized light where microstructural defects, 
thickness gradients, and alignment direction are easily distinguishable. Thus, based on a 
rigorous control over CNC self-assembly, we aim to open the door to systematically 
explore the deep interconnection between CNC structural control and materials 
development. 
 Chapter 2 focuses on contrast-enhanced microscopy digital image correlation 
(CEMDIC), a valuable approach to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion of soft 
materials. In Chapter 3 we use the CEMDIC to determine the CTE of CNC films and 
CNC Nanocomposites. Both chapters are linked by the opportunities of thermal 
expansion determination. In order to fully characterize the range of possible properties 
offered by CNC materials, we proposed a practical and inexpensive way to measure the 
thermal expansion of challenging samples like highly aligned CNC films, where 
thickness, elastic moduli, or solvent sensitivity can limit their characterization. The 
method eliminated any contact with the testing samples during thermal expansion 
determination by coupling digital image correlation (DIC) and contrast-enhanced 
microscopy. Thus, materials that develop textural features under phase contrast, or 
polarized light –in addition to bright field– can be tested, and thermal expansion can be 
isolated from other thermally activated phenomena. The level of organization and CNC 
alignment were found to play a fundamental role in the thermal expansion control. 
Different CTEs and optical properties were achieved by incorporating CNCs into a 
polymer matrix like polyethylene oxide (PEO). In addition to the thermal expansion of 
the nanocrystals, intercrystalline motion also contributed to the total thermal expansion as 





matrix achieved significant reductions in thermal expansion while keeping unique optical 
properties. 
 Chapter 4 provides a multiscale description of the thermal conductivity in CNCs. 
Elements of structural control exposed in Chapter 1 are used in order to address thermal 
transport in CNCs. Due to a low electronic contribution, the thermal transport in CNCs is 
mainly carried out by phonon propagation, which in turn can be significantly hindered by 
the CNC lateral dimensions (i.e., estimated phonon mean free paths are larger than lateral 
dimensions of nanocrystals). Although surprisingly low as compared to other materials, 
interfacial thermal resistance was also found to be essential to the thermal conductivity 
control in CNCs. Such resistance can be modified via surface bonding strength and CNC 
organization for future developments. MD values served as input parameters in predictive 
micromechanical models to achieve a multiscale description of thermal transport in 
CNCs. As shown at the end of the chapter, structural control in CNCs can offer an 
attractive combination of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity values for 
applications in nanocomposites and organic electronics. 
 The research approach, and contributions reported in this thesis, are designed to 
motivate an integral understanding of the intimate structure-property interconnection in 
CNCs, leading the way to the discovery of a new world of possible applications for CNC-
based materials. 
 
1.2 Cellulose Nanocrystals 
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are one type of cellulose nanoparticle typically 





having a rod-like shape (i.e. 5- 20 nm wide by 50-500 nm long), as shown in Figure 1.1, 
and chemical functionality at the surface (e.g. surface-grafted sulfate half esters). The 
renewable and sustainable nature of cellulose nanomaterials (CNs) offers a promising 
alternative to traditional petroleum-based materials in the development of a rapidly 
growing number of nanotechnology applications in fields such as nanocomposites, 
organic electronics, and biomaterials.1–3 In CNC composite processing, the preferential 
alignment of CNCs in a given direction can be achieved by several methods: magnetic 
fields,4,5 electric fields, mechanical shearing of CNC suspensions4,6,7 and combined field 
and mechanical shearing.8 CNC films and composites that have CNC alignment will 
render different optical, mechanical, and thermal properties that could be tuned according 





















1.3 CNC Film Preparation 
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) with 0.81 wt.% CNC surface-grafted sulfate 
content, extracted via sulfuric acid hydrolysis of Eucalyptus dry-lap cellulose fibers, were 
provided by the USDA Forest Service-Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI, (FPL). 
Aqueous CNC suspensions with CNC concentrations up to 10.1 wt.% were adjusted in 
pH from 4.4 to 7.2 with 0.2 N NaOH solution to create stable suspensions for film casting. 
Neat self-organized CNC films (Fig. 1.2a) were produced by pouring ~20 mL of stable 
CNC suspensions in 8-cm diameter polystyrene petri dishes and allowed to evaporate at 
ambient conditions (23 ˚C, 35% Relative humidity). Neat CNC films having preferential 
CNC alignment were produced by shear casting the CNC suspensions on a glass substrate 
between two 0.6-mm thick, polyethylene terephthalate PET strips (Fig. 1.2b). A regular 
4-cm wide razor blade was vertically inclined 45˚ with respect to the substrate to cast in 6 
repetitions 3 mL aliquots of the CNC suspensions at shear rates ranging from 17 to 600 s-
1. After shear casting, all films were allowed to evaporate for three days at ambient 
conditions.  Once dry, the CNC films were peeled off from the glass substrate (Fig. 1.2b), 








Figure 1.2  Schematic of CNC film processing and the configuration of the test samples 
extracted from the as cast films for unsheared, top, and shear casting, bottom. The 
directionality of the shear cast films was defined as “axial” or “transverse” for the 
direction parallel to or perpendicular to the shear direction.9    
 
The undisturbed assembly of CNCs produced chiral nematic-like structures where 
stacked layers of CNCs rotate on the top of each other following a helical axis (Figure 
1.3). Such an organization is attributed to the lyotropic behavior of CNCs where a chiral 
nematic mesophase can be formed in the liquid crystalline phase and carefully transferred 
to the solid state. In the presence of shear forces, the CNC self-assembly can be disrupted 
to induce anisotropy in the system by aligning most of the CNCs in one direction. The 
long range orientational order induced in a shear-oriented film can be visualized in Figure 
1.3. The degree of alignment introduced in shear-oriented films was proportional to the 













Figure 1.3 Scanning electron micrographs of a self-organized film and a shear-oriented 
film. 
 
The level of organization present in self-organized films allows the three 
dimensional imaging of the system by using a coherent light source that constructively 
interferes with the stacked layers of the film (Figure 1.4a). The type of fingerprint pattern 
observed in chiral nematic films seemed to be preserved and reconstructed at different 
planes (Figures 1.4b, 1.4c). The low constructive interference present in shear-oriented 
films can also be visualized in confocal imaging (Figure 1.4d), which is also consistent 







Figure 1.4 Reflectance confocal micrograph of a self-organized cellulose nanocrystal film 
and a shear-oriented film. Image taken in a Nikon A1 confocal microscope, Plan 40x, NA: 
0.65, Laser Wavelength 514.5 nm. Image size 512x512 px, 0.1 um/px 12 bit. 
 
1.4 CNC Alignment Characterization 
The Hermans order parameter (S),10 calculated using Eq. 1, 2 and 3, provided 
information about the in-plane CNC alignment through the entire film thickness, where 
S= 0.0 represents no preferential orientation and S=1.0 a fully aligned film. The 
integration is performed based on the intensity of the 2D-XRD signals versus azimuthal 
angle (ϕ) from 0 to 180° around the (200) plane present at 2θ:{21.0−22.3} for cellulose 
1β. In further calculations cos! !  is 1/3 and 1 for an isotropic and perfectly aligned film, 
respectively. 
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Optical microscopy (OM) can typically complement the characterization of 
alignment in CNCs. While imaging in bright field can reveal different structural features 
close to the specimen edges, polarized light (Figure 1.5) provides essential information in 
regards to CNC alignment homogeneity and assembly characteristics. Figure 1.5 shows 
how self-organized films will exhibit no preferential in-plane orientation under crossed 
polarizers, yielding an isotropic optic response, whereas shear-oriented films develop an 
optic axis every 45˚, consistent with the shear direction. The alignment and anisotropy 
induced in shear-oriented films will create the nematic-like response studied in Chapters 
3 and 4. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Two different types of organizations in CNC films under crossed polarizers. 
Self-organized films show an isotropic response at any angle, whereas shear-oriented 






1.5 CNC Structural Response to Humidity  
Simultaneous control over optical properties and thermomechanical stability is 
highly desirable in the manufacture of electronic devices. CNC films offer unique 
opportunities in this regard due to the controlled optical reflection and low thermal 
expansion (Chapter 3) achieved as response of CNC alignment within bulk films or 
polymer composites. Figure 1.6 shows how self-organized films can capture close to a 
third of their weight at high relative humidity environments. Although minimal, the 
presence of hysteresis in the adsorption/desorption curves suggests that chemisorbed 
water can modify the internal structure of the films. Based on the unmodified hydrophilic 
nature of CNC films, relative humidity can modify the film microstructure primarily in 
terms of optical reflection (e.g. interlayer spacing modification) and thermomechanical 
properties (e.g. coefficient of thermal expansion, stiffness). The understanding of such 
interplay between humidity, enhanced properties and structural performance represents 








Figure 1.6 Water vapor adsorption/desorption behavior on self-organized CNC films. 















CHAPTER 2. CONTRAST ENHANCED MICROSCOPY DIGITAL IMAGE 
CORRELATION: A GENERAL METHOD TO CONTACT-FREE COEFFICIENT 
OF THERMAL EXPANSION MEASUREMENT OF POLYMER FILMS11 
2.1 Introduction  
Thermal dimensional stability in soft materials is a matter of paramount 
importance during materials characterization and performance in different application 
fields such as biomaterials and organic electronics; nonetheless, the measurement of 
thermal strains is challenging due to the typically temperature-dependent stiffness and 
complex geometric configurations exhibited by soft samples. Under such conditions, a 
contact-free testing method is highly recommended to properly monitor their molecular 
and structural response to thermal loads without altering the structure or hindering the 
free expansion of the samples. For free-standing polymeric films with thicknesses in the 
order of microns, in spite of the numerous methods available for thermal expansion 
measurement, only a few could be employed, as shown in Figure 2.1. Digital image 
correlation (DIC) becomes very advantageous over other contact-free methods like 
ellipsometry or electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) since it does not require 
the analysis of generated fringes, and retains good resolution with full field strain 
determination at different length scales. DIC relies on the efficient cross-correlation of 
images containing distinctive trackable patterns taken at different times, as subjected to 





Such patterns are typically introduced by paint spraying, coating or physically 
modifying the surface of testing specimens.12 Finely distributed patterns have also been 
obtained in samples at lower length scales by depositing 5-micron titanium particles via 
vacuum sputtering13, metallic thin films via chemical vapor deposition14 or solution 
depositing rhodamine B isothiocyanate-labeled silica nanoparticles.15 The capabilities of 
DIC measurements have been further extended by tracking nanoscale patterns identified 




Figure 2.1 Common methods employed in thermal expansion determination as a function 
of sample thickness. Samples with thickness below ~5 mm are typically tested on a 







Despite the number of patterning methods employable for DIC samples, the 
pattern generation process can still be very challenging for highly sensitive systems (e.g. 
solvent-sensitive, highly compliant, or brittle films) that only allow minimal external 
contact. Any thermal, chemical or mechanical exposure of the testing samples during 
pattern preparation not only suppresses the contact-free nature of the method but also, if 
not applied properly (i.e., weak particle adhesion, defect generation, etc.), could affect the 
sample integrity and the stability of measurements. Nevertheless, materials have various 
types of structural features (e.g., surface roughness, defects, crystallinity, coatings, 
impurities, orientations, etc.) developed during self-assembly, processing history or 
manipulation, which can be employed together with DIC for strain 
measurements.39,40,13,41 Recent studies have employed polarized light to enhance image 
contrast and measure strains via DIC in sensitive systems such as cellulose nanocrystal 
films9 and a bat wing skin.42 The remarkable roles played by phase contrast on cell 
biology and polarized light in the study of liquid crystals and minerals led us to explore 
their potentials as practical contrast-enhancing methods to generate acceptable, trackable 
patterns from polymer films to perform measurements via DIC.  
Hereby, we study how natural structural features present in high-performance 
commercial polyetherimide (PEI), polyimide (PI) and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) 
films as imaged by bright field (BF), phase contrast (PC) and polarized light (PL) 
microscopy can produce images that exhibit textural features (e.g., fine, contrast 
enhanced, closely distributed speckle patterns given by the interaction of structural 
features with visible light) useful for the contact-free determination of the in-plane 





(2D-FFT) and autocorrelations were applied to captured images to identify characteristics 
in the DIC speckle patterns obtained by BF, PC and PL imaging modes. PEI, PI and PEN 
films were used as case study materials due to the existence of high quality CTE data 
from DIC and other standard methods available for comparison. Nonetheless, the method 
outlined in this study could be readily extended to a large variety of polymer films and 
soft materials.   
 
 
2.2 Experimental Section  
2.2.1 Materials 
Three different polymer films were explored: polyetherimide (PEI) 
(UltemTM1000B, Sabic Innovative PlasticsTM), Polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) (Q65FA 
500ga Teonex, DuPont Teijin Films) and Polyimide (PI) (DuPontTM Kapton® 5HN), 
with thicknesses of 25, 80 and 125 µm, respectively. Testing films were cut to testing 
dimensions (~50 x 50 mm) and thermally pretreated at 100 ˚C for 30 min during the first 
run prior to image acquisition for thermal expansion determination.   
 
2.2.2 Pattern Generation and Characterization 
Testing specimens were imaged in transmission mode using a Carl Zeiss (Axio 
Observer A1) inverted light microscope (condenser NA: 0.35, WD: 70 mm). DIC 
trackable patterns were obtained by studying samples under three different modes: bright 
field (BF) using a 5x magnification objective at low illumination, polarized light (PL) by 
positioning linear polarizers in extinction (i.e., 90˚ with respect to each other) before and 





objective coupled with condenser phase stop rings within the turret disk. Characterization 
of the textural features (e.g., intensity and size of trackable speckle pattern) obtained by 
BF, PC and PL imaging modes was completed using two-dimensional fast Fourier 
transforms (2D FFT) combined with autocorrelations. Images analyzed were captured for 
films in their reference state (i.e., 30˚ after thermal pretreatment). Fourier power spectra 
were calculated and azimuthally averaged for one-dimensional analysis of characteristic 
length-scales, and regularity,43,44,45,46 using MatLab R2012b. Further insights about the 
nature of the highlighted textural features were obtained from radially averaged 
autocorrelations calculated with ImageJ.47 Autocorrelation analysis was performed by 
describing the decay of their normalized autocorrelation intensity as a function of 
distance (R) in random regions of interest (ROI) utilized in CTE calculations.11 This was 
achieved by identifying the position of oscillations in the response, and calculating the 
half-width at half-maximum (HWHM), given by ! 2 ln 2! .48,49,50 HWHMs were 
calculated by fitting all autocorrelation responses to a proposed variation of the modified 
Gaussian function introduced by Tran et al.,44 
!" ! = !!!"# − !!!
!
+ !!!!!! + !!                                     (2.1) 
where mean values were shifted to r = 0 (i.e., maximum autocorrelation) and parameters 
λ0, λ1, λ2, and λ3 describe the autocorrelation decays. 
 
2.2.3 In-plane Thermal Expansion via DIC 
Thermal expansion measurements were performed in a method similar to Diaz et 





Observer A1) inverted microscope coupled with a heating stage (Linkam PE94). BF, PC 
and PL microscopy modes were employed to generate DIC trackable patterns in PEI, PI 
and PEN testing specimens as described above. After increasing film temperature at 10 
˚C/min and a 7-min stabilization time, 36 bit-2047 pixel x 2047 pixel images were 
captured at 30, 40, 60, 80, and 100 ˚C for PEI and PI films, and 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 ˚C 
for PEN films. Basic processing and image conditioning (i.e., regions of interest, 
rotations, etc.) of all captured images were performed in both ImageJ and Adobe 
Photoshop. Thermal expansion calculations were performed with the open-source 
HighCorr package available in MathWorks®, which determines thermal strains by cross-
correlating sets of captured images via normalized gradients using the image toolbox in 
MatLab R2012b.51,52 
 
2.3 Results and Discussions  
Adjusting multiple DIC parameters (i.e., subset size, number correlation points, 
grid spacing, etc.) over artificially applied speckle patterns has been a factor traditionally 
employed in DIC measurements in order to obtain better correlations between images. 
Here, we explored how contrast enhanced microscopy methods can generate trackable 
speckle patterns in images to be cross-correlated during contact-free DIC experiments of 
soft samples.  BF, PC and PL imaging modes were used to highlight different textures in 
PEI, PI and PEN films as shown in the DIC pattern generation section. The distinctive 
textures obtained for all testing films were characterized by the complementary 





determination of in-plane CTEs via two-dimensional DIC as discussed in the subsequent 
sections. 
 
2.3.1 DIC Pattern Generation 
Classical processing methods such as injection molding, film casting, etc., 
typically employed in soft films manufacture, generate different microstructural features 
mainly governed by intermolecular interactions in the bulk, as during self-assembly or 
crystallization as well as at interfaces as during dewetting. In polymeric systems, such 
characteristics are hardly resolved by the naked eye (Figure 2.2a) and conventionally 
studied by SEM53 or optical microscopy (OM). DIC relies on the cross-correlation of 
patterns found in two different images. Such patterns can be successfully generated by 
highlighting textural features from the testing specimens via OM with a maximum 
resolution in the order of ~ 0.2 µm. Likewise, regular OM low coherence light sources 
can be preferred to allow tracking of large deformations without disrupting sample 
textural features for DIC54 or adding the need of interference fringe analysis of coherent 
light sources. The existence of multiple phases or aggregates in soft samples will render 
additional textural features that can be highlighted by different imaging modes; thus, the 
technique can remain invariant and likely be benefited as the complexity of the specimen 
increases. Thus, artificially introduced patterns and further image contrast enhancement 
can be practically eliminated by controlling saturation, reflection and contrast from the 
microscopy mode itself, as shown in Figures 2.2b-d.  
Textures imaged by BF are partially limited to the interaction of visible light with 





customary light path DIC methodology, the selected magnification together with image 
quality can accentuate features that render a broader number of grayscale values. The 
high intensity illumination more easily achieved in BF can be very advantageous to 
highlight textural features in films with relatively high thickness, reduced optical clarity 




Figure 2.2 (a) Photograph of polyetherimide (PEI), polyimide (PI) and polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN) ~5 cm x 5 cm films. (b) BF image of a PI film. (c) PC of a PEN film. 
(d) PL image of a PEI film. Scale bar 500 µm. Textures observed for PEI, PI and PEN 
films under all microscopy modes are available in original publication.11 
 
Much higher contrast can be obtained in PC and PL imaging modes as shown in 
Figures 2.2c and 2.2d, respectively. PC increases contrast by transforming light phase 
shifts through the sample into brightness variations (Figure 2.2c), and (as opposite to PL) 





ability to create contrast in samples without structured crystalline domains. For example, 
in the case of biaxially oriented PEN films55, whose textures imaged by bright field or 
polarized light would highlight only minimal textural features, phase contrast represented 
a more efficient way of distinguishing trackable patterns for DIC. 
PL is similar to PC in that it also increases image contrast, but the working 
principle is different. PL reveals textural features related to domain orientations, and 
thickness gradients present in the samples as a function of the angle between polarizers.11 
Hence, PL can be highly beneficial for regions exhibiting different refractive indices9,42 
or even tracking crystalline areas embedded within amorphous regions.11 For example, 
within the explored films, polarized light highlighted distinctive textures in PEI films, 
which were homogeneously distributed over the entire film (Figure 2.2d), as opposed to 
the plain responses obtained for PI or PEN films. In all imaging modes the presence of 
defects, coatings or impurities from manufacturing and manipulation of the samples will 
affect the resultant texture of the images to be cross-correlated in DIC, as discussed in the 
next sections.  
 
2.3.2 Textural Characterization  
The characterization of distinctive textures in testing images becomes particularly 
relevant during CTE calculations of non-artificially speckled samples, as textural features 
have been found to affect the cross-correlation of peaks,56 and play a major role during 
DIC measurements.57,58,56 Different approaches could be considered to describe image 
patterns, some based on image thresholding (e.g., global mean speckle size,58 Shannon 





detection.56 All meaning to describe the speckle characteristics within the images to be 
correlated. Here, we employ Fourier analysis (broadly used to analyze microstructural 
features in various soft materials, such as collagen fibers present in biological tissues59 
and changes in morphology in polymer blends43,44) complemented by autocorrelations to 
describe the main textural features and possible repetitive patterns60,61,50 obtained for PEI, 
PI, and PEN films under BF, PC, and PL modes at fixed 5x magnification. This approach 
is suggested as a integral description of the variety of textural features present in polymer 
films, which can represent viable options to the conventional speckle patterns employed 
in DIC measurements, and further CTE calculation in complex testing systems. 
PEI films imaged in BF exhibited a spinodal ring in the power spectrum (Figure 
2.3a, inset) generated by the granular-like texture present in the real space image (Figure 
2.3a), extended to different lengths (Figure 2.3d). Autocorrelations performed in some 
representative ROIs (Figure 2.3e) indicated the presence of anti-correlations (negative 
values),47 and speckles with sizes around 31 µm and interspacing distances in the order of 
60 µm (position of the first minimum and first maximum, respectively).48 The global 
response for PEI films under BF was therefore governed by a distribution of low contrast, 
repetitive small features (HWHM ~10.3 ± 0.5 µm) throughout the images. PC highlighted 
high contrast and sparsely distributed random spots over PEI films (Figure 2.3b). The 
combination of such factors in the texture was observed with plain responses observed in 
its respective 1D and 2D power spectra (Figures 2.3b inset, 2.3d), as well as 
autocorrelations (Figure 2.3e), with large variations in textures given by variable 
highlighted patterns (HWHM ~13.8 ± 2.2 µm, features ranging from 35 to 80 µm). PL 





close periodic distribution of sizes, as seen in the Figure 2.3c and 2.3d. Based on the 
autocorrelations, PL imaging exhibited more uniform responses than images taken in PC 
mode, also yielding an average HWHM with lower standard deviation, 10.9 ± 0.2 µm, 
and lowering feature size to ~30 µm (Figure 2.3e).   
 
 
Figure 2.3 Bright field (BF), phase contrast (PC) and polarized light (PL) microscopy 
images of polyether imide (PEI) films (a, b, c) with their respective 2D-FFT power 
spectra (insets), and azimuthally averaged one-dimensional Fourier spectra with removal 
of zero wavevector shown in inset at low reciprocal space values (d). (e) One-
dimensional normalized autocorrelation intensity for BF, PC and PL microscopy images 
of PEI films applied to different regions of interest (ROIs) per mode (BF(A1), PC(C3), 
etc.). Scale bar 500 µm.11 
 
In general, PI films exhibited much finer texture than PEI films in all imaging 
modes, which can also be observed from the plain response in their power spectra and 
autocorrelations. PI films imaged under BF generated a low contrast 2D power spectrum 
that only exhibited small features located at low frequencies (Figure 2.4a, 2.4d). An 
autocorrelation average HWHM of 4.4 ± 1.2 µm for different ROIs also confirmed the 
rapid decay and fine morphology, with feature sizes ranging from 10 to 20 µm, and 





generated low intensity, finely speckled patterns, as shown in Figure 2.4b, with 
autocorrelations revealing better pattern uniformity than that obtained for PEI films, and 
small feature sizes ~20 µm, HWHM ~6.3 ± 0.7 µm. Due to the absence of distinctive 
thicknesses gradients and orientational domains in PI films (Figure 2.4c), the textural 
response under PL (Figures 2.4d) exposed minimal features, closely approaching that one 
exhibited under BF, with fine textures (~15 µm, HWHM ~5.8 ± 1.0 µm) and larger 
spacing distances ~30 µm (Figure 2.4e). The performance exhibited by PEN films in 




Figure 2.4 Bright field (BF), phase contrast (PC) and polarized light (PL) microscopy 
images of polyimide (PI) films (a, b, c) with their respective 2D-FFT power spectra 
(insets), and azimuthally averaged one-dimensional Fourier spectra with removal of zero 
wavevector shown in inset at low reciprocal space values (d). (e) One-dimensional 
normalized autocorrelation intensity for BF, PC and PL microscopy images of PI films 







2.3.3 Thermal Expansion of Polymer Films  
The in-plane coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) were calculated from 30 to 
100 ˚C for PI and PEN films, and from 30 to 70˚C for PEI films. Temperature ranges 
were selected to prevent humidity effects below 30 ˚C, and reduce light distortions from 
out-of-plane CTEs, while still being representative of the thermal expansion of the 
polymers. Full field displacement measurements of the polymer films were achieved 
since BF, PC, and PL imaging highlighted textures where the cross-correlated intensity 
peaks calculated by normalized gradients had non-zero standard deviations within 
selected subsets.51,52 Detailed explanation of DIC algorithms can be reviewed 
elsewhere.58,56 Thermal strains can be calculated in multiple directions due to the full 
field nature of DIC. Such a characteristic becomes very important in materials exhibiting 
structural anisotropy,11 as polarized light can contrast different regions based on 
orientations to estimate displacements.9,42 ROIs in PI, PEI and PEN films were cross-
correlated using different subsets sizes11 with respect to the first image (i.e., image taken 
at 30˚C). Subsets of 60 pixels provided a balance between accuracy and computation 
times, as subsets of 30 pixels decreased correlation times and accuracy of the results, and 
subsets of 90 pixels increased correlation times above 10 min per run with minimal 
improvement of image correlations. Figures 2.5a-c show the thermal strain in the axial (x) 
and transverse (y) directions of some representative testing films as a function of 
temperature and imaging mode, where CTEs were calculated as the slope of the curves 
after linear fitting the strain responses over entire temperature ranges. These are 








Figure 2.5 Thermal strain vs. temperature plots calculated for different ROIs (A1, B1, 
etc.) in (a) PI films in bright field (b) PEN films in phase contrast and (c) PEI films in 
polarized light.11 
 
ROIs for CTE calculations were randomly distributed in different polymer 





parameters remained constant during thermal expansion calculations, and assuming 
minimal anisotropic expansion gradients during thermal loads, imaging modes tended to 
provide similar standard deviations (~3.0 ppm/K) created by differences in highlighted 
natural textures. Although different textural features were obtained from imaged 
specimens as analyzed by Fourier and autocorrelation treatments, PEI, PI and PEN films 
exhibited isotropic thermal responses (Table 2.1) that closely approached those 
determined by using DIC with artificial speckle patterns24,26 or other standard 
methods62,55,63 that are available in literature. Thus, areas containing different textural 
features, under fixed magnification, can yield close cross-correlations between images 
that maintain good precision during CTE determination.  
PC provided high contrast images with relatively large speckle sizes (Figure 2.1c, 
Table 2.1) which, in turn, can reduce the randomness of the patterns.56 Conversely, BF 
yielded a lower distribution of grayscale levels with closely distributed textural features 
(Figures 2.3a, 2.4a, Table 2.1). A less generalized response can be found for materials 
imaged by polarized light as the response is highly dependent on the material (Table 2.1); 
for instance, high contrast regions with densely distributed speckles can be found for PEI 
films (Figure 2.3c), whereas an opposite response appears in other materials like in PI 
films (Figure 2.4c). Although cross-correlation of images of PI films can potentially be 
increased by the presence of fine speckle patterns observed under BF, PC, and PL, it will 
also be decreased due to low contrast enhancement achieved in all imaging modes, an 
aspect that can be identified a priori. The method here illustrated using PEI, PI and PEN 
films as standard materials can be further enhanced by the introduction of wave plates, 





readily extended to other type of materials in reflection mode. A preliminary estimate of 
the success of the technique, and the possible need of further DIC parameter adjustments, 
can be achieved by a quick examination or analysis of the textural features (e.g., feature 
size, abundance, contrast, etc.) highlighted in the testing samples by a particular imaging 
approach. 
 
Table 2.1 Comparison of CTEs for PI, PEI, and PEN films 






(PI) DIC - Bright Field CTEx: 18.0 ± 3.2 CTEy: 22.0 ± 3.2 30 - 100 
 Fine texture,  
low contrast,  
HWHM: 4.4 ± 1.2 
11 
DIC - Phase Contrast CTEx: 18.8 ± 3.4 CTEy: 21.4 ± 2.6 30 - 100 
Fine texture, 
high contrast, 
 HWHM: 6.3 ± 0.7 
11 
DIC - Polarized Light CTEx: 22.9 ± 2.2 CTEy: 19.6 ± 0.2 30 - 100 
 Fine texture,  
low contrast,  
 HWHM: 5.8 ± 1.0 
11 
DIC - Paint Spray CTE: 16.85 ± 1.0  30 - 100 Stochastic, artificial speckle pattern 
24 
ASTM D-696-91 CTE: 17 - 20  -14 to 38 NA 62 




DIC - Bright Field CTEx*: 50.9 ± 3.4 30 - 100 
 Granular-like texture,  
low contrast,  
HWHM: 10.3 ± 0.5 
11 
DIC - Phase Contrast CTEx: 52.1 ± 2.4 CTEy: 51.9 ± 3.9 30 - 100 
Sparsely distributed, 
random spots, 
HWHM: 13.8 ± 2.2 
11 
DIC - Polarized Light CTEx: 53.0 ± 2.6 CTEy: 52.1 ± 3.9 30 - 100 
Narrow distribution 
random speckle, 
HWHM: 10.9 ± 0.2 
11 









Table 2.1 (Continued) Comparison of CTEs for PI, PEI, and PEN films  
 
 IPC-TM-650 CTE: 52 - NA 
63 




DIC – Phase Contrast CTEx: 10.2 ± 1.8 CTEy: 10.2 ± 2.5 30 – 70 
 Broad distribution 
spaced speckles, 
HWHM: 15.3 ± 1.7 
11 






CTEx: 11 – 18 
CTEy: 16 – 18 0 – 100 NA 
55 
* Free expansion in perpendicular direction hindered by friction, CTEy < 20 ppm/K 
  
In cases with larger variations in texture between modes, like in ultra high 
molecular weight polyethylene,11 typical DIC parameters within the cross-correlation 
algorithm, such as subset size and grid spacing, become more relevant to properly track 
the displacement of grayscale intensities.58,39 Image distortions close to the edges, 
minimal friction at specimen heating-stage interface and out-of-plane thermal expansion 
of samples are not entirely removed and could affect the reproducibility the thermal 
expansion experiments,25 but could be substantially minimized by selecting central 
regions of interest for correlations, preheating the sample during the first run and 
reducing image magnifications. Illumination is also a relevant factor during image 
capturing as the image intensity can affect the quality of the correlation.40,15,54 For all 
testing specimens, high intensity from the light source improved image contrast in PC 
mode, but the formation of halos can limit the resolution. In BF and PL modes, the effect 
of increasing light intensity was not as beneficial, as intensity gradients tended to be 





Although the microstructural features present in soft materials are given by 
several factors, textural features highlighted for DIC measurements can be controlled and 
improved by the imaging method employed (i.e., PC, PL, etc.). Depending on the type of 
soft material analyzed, the structures will exhibit different distributions of speckle 
patterns visualized under different modes, and conventional DIC parameters (e.g., subset 
size, number of correlation points, etc.) can be needed to be adjusted to properly 
determine strains in the system. The resolution in CTE calculation via DIC could be 
reduced (Figure 2.1) due to the random appearance of textural features (i.e., regions 
lacking distinctive textures like PEN films imaged by BF and PL)11; nonetheless, a 
contact-free characterization of delicate samples can be obtained, hence achieving a more 




We described an inexpensive and practical method to generate textures that can be 
subsequently used in digital image correlation (DIC) (e.g., fine, contrast enhanced, 
speckle-like patterns) for the determination of thermal expansion in soft films. Textural 
features suitable for DIC were produced in a contract-free fashion by using bright field 
and contrast enhanced optical microscopy modes (i.e., polarized light and phase contrast). 
The resulting textural features were characterized by Fourier and autocorrelation analyses 
in terms of fineness, intensity gradients, and pattern distributions. Three polymer films 
were investigated: polyetherimide (PEI), polyimide (PI) and polyethylene naphthalate 





using contrast enhanced optical microscopy patterns were comparable to those previously 
reported with artificially applied speckle patterns. The method outlined in this study 
could be readily extended to and is optimal for determination of anisotropic strain fields 
in samples too delicate for applied speckle patterns (i.e., solvent-sensitive, free-standing 





















CHAPTER 3. THERMAL EXPANSION OF SELF-ORGANIZED AND SHEAR-
ORIENTED CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTAL FILMS9 
3.1 Introduction 
Since cellulose nanomaterials have been used as substrates for electronics3,64–66 
and as fillers in composites,1,67 accurate determination of CTE of CNs, CN composites, 
and the mechanisms for thermal expansion are important, especially with regards to 
anisotropy and structural organization of the bulk CTE of free standing films. 
The thermal expansion of crystalline cellulose (e.g. Iα, Iβ) and CN composites 
(e.g. cellulose nanoparticles embedded in a polymer matrix) has been an active area of 
experimental and modeling research at the crystalline and macroscopic length scales, 
respectively.  The CTE of cellulose Iβ crystals has been experimentally determined at 
temperatures from -173 to 200 ˚C based on the d-spacing of the (200), (110), (1 1 0), and 
(004) planes and reported to be in the following ranges: 52 – 136, 40 – 58, 38 – 56, and 4 
– 6 ppm/K, respectively.27,68,69 Atomistic model-based studies of cellulose Iβ70,71 predict 
CTE in similar ranges yielding values from 25 to 200˚C for the (200), (110), (1 1 0), and 
(004) planes on the order of 90, 65, 67 and 2 ppm/K, respectively. Simulations also 
reveal a sudden increase in thermal expansion above 200 ˚C. In composites, the addition 
of cellulose nanoparticles to a matrix polymer has been shown to lower the macroscopic 
CTE.65–67,72–75 In general, the CTE of composite materials depends on the properties of 





(e.g. percolated vs. dispersed), CN-CN bond strength, CN-matrix bond strength, CN 
volume fraction, and CN alignment.1  Much of the CNC composite research is focused on 
the processing, structure-property relationships of films.    
For measuring the CTE of films, several methods can be used to determine strain 
as a response to increased temperature (e.g. atomic force microscopy (AFM), Wheatstone 
Half-bridge, Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Bilayer 
Cantilever (BC), Interferometry, Push-rod Dilatometry, etc.).  However, only a few 
techniques are appropriate for CNC films, mostly due to their thickness (~45 µm), 
thermal variation of stiffness, and hydrophilic nature.  Additionally, to use the above-
mentioned methods, the specimens have to be permanently in contact with external 
bodies or one must know the values of certain mechanical properties beforehand (BC 
method), both of which expose the sample to possible alignment modifications or 
premature fracture.  
As shown in Chapter 2, a contact-free technique is desirable because it can 
account for the free thermal expansion and interactions of CNCs as well as their resultant 
effect at larger scales. Any partial or full external contact affects the free expansion of the 
CNC films (example given here-in).  Hence, to more accurately determine CTEs, the 
thermal expansion mechanisms should be isolated from mechanical interactions, or other 
thermally activated processes like creep.  
Thus, contrast enhanced microscopy digital image correlation (CEMDIC) was 
used to measure the free thermal expansion of CNC films as a function of CNC 
alignment. The CTE was calculated within the plane of the film in the directions parallel 





created by the characteristic structural domains within CNC films (e.g. chiral nematic 
ordering, pitch variations, etc.) as imaged via polarized light microscopy (PLM). 
Experimental evidence was compared to molecular dynamics simulations to further 
understand the CTE of the neat CNC films, as well as to estimate the relative 
contributions of both the thermal expansion within a CNC crystal and the CNC-CNC 
interfacial motion.  
 
3.2 Experimental Methods  
3.2.1 Definition of Axes 
The following terminology is used to describe the directions within a CNC, 
between two CNCs, and within the films. This labeling system was chosen to prevent 
confusion when discussing crystal direction, simulation direction, and CNC film 
directions. Within the CNC, the cellulose Iβ crystal unit cell directions (i.e. a, b, c-axes) 
and the crystallographic lattice planes (e.g., (200), (110), (1 1 0), and (004)) will be used, 
as defined in Fig. 3.1, where the c-axis of the crystal is parallel to the cellulose chain axis.  
When analyzing CNC-CNC inter-particle motion, Cartesian directions (X,Y,Z) defined 
by the simulation are used, which are aligned to the CNCs in a set way.  Inter-particle 
behavior is studied using two adjacent CNCs. The X-axis is parallel to the c-axis of the 
“left” cellulose Iβ crystal unit cell. The Y-axis is perpendicular to the X-axis and is also 
parallel to the [1 1 0] direction (i.e. expansion between (1 1 0) planes). The Z-axis is 
defined as being perpendicular to both X and Y-axes. However, because cellulose Iβ has 
a monoclinic crystal structure, the Z-axis is ~ 5 degrees off parallel relative to the [110] 





direction). The directions within the CNC films are defined based on the casting 
conditions used to make the film (Fig. 1.2).  For the films produced without shear, no 
directionality is defined, as self-organized CNCs are considered to be uniformly 
distributed with no preferred orientation when seen through the film thickness.  In 
contrast, for shear cast films, the directionality is defined with respect to the shear 
direction, where “axial” is parallel to the shear direction and “transverse” is perpendicular 
to the shear direction.  While these directions are relative to shear rather than the CNCs, 
previous work has shown that the long axis of the CNC orients in the direction of the 
shear (i.e. the axial direction of the film).  The direction-dependent CTEs of the shear cast 
CNC films are then defined as CTEaxial and CTEtrans for measurements parallel to and 
perpendicular to the shear direction. Finally, for the simulations of the CNC-CNC inter-
particle motion, the X-direction is parallel to the “axial” direction of the film. 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of an idealized wood CNC cross-section along the cellulose chain-
axis direction (i.e. the c-axis), where each grey box represents a single cellulose chain, 
showing the terminating surfaces [(110) and (1 1 0)] and the Iβ unit cell projection 
superimposed on the crystal lattice.1 The d-spacing of three major lattice planes, (200), 
(110), and (1 1 0) are labeled. The Cartesian coordinates X, Y, Z that are used in the 







3.2.2 CNC Films and Alignment Characterization 
Testing specimens (~45 µm x 20 mm x 5 mm) exhibiting different orientations 
(Table 3.1) were prepared as indicated in section 1.1. Regions of interest explored in 
XRD and CEMDIC were obtained from the middle of the films to avoid edge defects.  
Suspensions employed in the preparation of films A1 and A2 were preheated at 40˚C 
while stirring for 15 min. Free-standing CNC films were evaluated in a Bruker GADDS 
two-dimensional X-ray Diffractometer (2D-XRD), using a 546 nm Cu Kα source at 40 
mA, 20 kV, for 600 s, and a beam size of 500 µm at 6.1 cm from detector, in transmission 
mode. 2D-XRD signals were employed for order parameter (S) calculation using Eq. 1.1, 
1.2 and 1.3.  
 
Table 3.1 Shear rates employed during tape casting and resultant Hermans order 
Parameter (S) measured for CNC films.9 
CNC 
Films 




SO 0 0.03 
A1 17 0.37 
A2 17 0.46 
A3 27 0.59 
A4 400 0.65 
A5 600 0.78 
 
 
3.2.3 Thermal Expansion Determination in CNC Films 
Speckle patterns in CNC films were generated under crossed polarizers using 5x 
magnification. Both self-organized and shear-oriented films generated clear patterns 





nature of the patterns were different due to CNC alignment. In order to better correlate 
CNC alignment and thermal expansion of the CNC films, the regions selected for CTE 
determination via CEMDIC were intended to nearly approach those X-rayed during the 
CNC orientation calculations. Precision of the method was tested by investigating the 
influence of number of correlation points and region size/displacement field on the 
calculated CTE.  As the number of correlation points was reduced, the CTE varied by 0.1 
ppm/K or less, so has little effect on results. CTEs varied by 3 ppm/K or less depending 
on the analyzed region, indicating small heterogeneities in the film, while maintaining 
good precision. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussions  
3.3.1 Alignment of CNCs within films  
The dried solution cast CNC films (without shear) exhibited the typical 
iridescence (Fig. 3.2a), associated with chiral nematic organizations,76 while the shear 
cast CNC films showed little light interference (Fig. 3.2b).  The degree of CNC 
alignment within these self-standing CNC films was quantified using 2-D XRD via 
Hermans order parameter (S).77  
The unsheared CNC film (SO in Table 3.1) exhibited a uniform diffraction pattern 
(Fig. 3.2c), with uniform intensity at all azimuthal φ angles for the (200) 2θ peak, and 
represents no preferential CNC orientation through the thickness of the film, which is 
confirmed with an S≈0.03.  In contrast, for the shear cast films, the (200) planes 
diffracted more X-rays in the azimuthal φ angles perpendicular to the shearing direction 





within the film with the CNC long axis orientated parallel to the shear direction. Higher 
shear rates during film casting were directly correlated to higher orientation in CNC films 
(Table 3.1). A lower shear rate, combined with the casting suspension pretreatment just 
prior to the casting process produced CNC films (A1 and A2), with an intermediate CNC 
alignment.    
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Iridescent self-organized CNC film and (b) transparent shear-oriented CNC 
film. 2-D XRD patterns for (c) self-organized CNC film, showing uniform intensity 
“rings” typical of an isotropic response and (d) shear-oriented CNC film, showing 
anisotropy in the ring intensity.9   
 
3.3.2 CTE of Self-organized CNC Films 
CNC films with no preferential CNC orientation through the thickness (S≈0.03) 
were analyzed for CTE via CEMDIC (Fig. 3.3). While such films are conventionally 
deemed “random” due to the near-zero Hermans order parameter but there is local order 
in the films (cholesteric).  However, the domains appear to be arranged randomly within 
the film, so the in-plane properties should be isotropic. The CTE was determined in all 
directions at 45˚ angular increments (Fig. 3.3). The in-plane thermal expansion was 





CTEs of the directions of the individual crystals previously found by XRD27,68,69(Table 
3.1). Self-organized CNC films exhibit significantly lower thermal expansion than other 
polymeric systems (50-200 ppm/K) and are more similar to metals or composites.1  
 
Figure 3.3 Isotropic in-plane coefficient of thermal expansion of self-organized CNC 
films.9  
 
To confirm that frictional forces induced by contact can have an effect on CTE 
values, the same CNC films were also measured while placed between 2 microscope 
slides.  In such a scenario, measured CTE of the films were ~2 ppm/K, representing more 
than an order of magnitude decrease.  This suggests that contact-based testing methods 
may inadvertently involve other contributions stemming from friction or changes in 
mechanical properties during thermal expansion determination, and because of this the 













range [˚C] Method Ref 
Single Crystal Unit Cell  Parameters     
 a 52   -  136 
-173   -   200 XRD 27  b -30  -   21 
 c  4   -    6 
      
 
Crystalline  
Planes     
 (200)  52   -  136 
-173   -   200 XRD 27   (110) 40   -   58 
 (1 1 0) 38   -   56 
 (004)  4   -    6 
      
CNC Film Self-organized  (SO) S=0.03     
 Axial 25   -   26 25   -   100   PLIC 9 
 Transverse 25   -   26 
      
 
Shear-oriented  
(A5) S=0.78     
 Axial  9   -   10 25   -   100   PLIC 9 
 Transverse 154   -   158 
      
 
Extrapolated  
S=1.0     
 Axial 8 25   -   100   PLIC 9 
 Transverse 207 
MD Simulations     
      
Single Crystal Unit Cell  Parametersa,b     
 a   60   -  104 
25   -   200 GROMOS 45a4 GLYCAM06   
70,71 
 b 27   -  30 
 c 2 
      
 
Crystalline  
Planesa     
 (200) 56* -  90 
25   -   200 





(110) 20*  -  65 
 (1 1 0) 19*  -  67 






Table 3.2 (Continued) Summary of thermal expansion determination of cellulose 
materials9 




Contact     
 X 9 
27   -   127 ReaxFF 9  Y 91 
 Z 187 
      
 
Perpendicular  
Contact     
 X 15 
27   -   127 ReaxFF 9  Y 15 
 Z 41 a Values taken from Ref. 26 were estimated from Fig. 5. b Values taken from Ref. 27 were estimated from 
Fig. 6 
 
3.3.3 CTE of Films with CNC Alignment 
The thermal strains as a function of temperature for several films are shown in Fig. 
3.4. The nearly linear trends found in the thermal expansion response make the calculated 
CTEs a reliable representation of the instantaneous thermal strain from room temperature 
up to 100 ˚C. The data show that, as orientation increases, the CTE decreases in the axial 
(shear) direction, as shown in Fig. 3.4a. In contrast, the thermal expansion in the 
transverse direction increased markedly with orientation (Fig. 3.4b).  
CTE as a function of order parameter shows the effect of increasing CNC 
alignment on the film CTE, and on the anisotropy between CTEaxial vs. CTEtrans (Fig. 3.5).  
The increasing CTEtrans with CNC alignment could be captured by a linear fit ({mx +b} 
where m=187.7, b=19.6) with a goodness of fit of R2 = 0.9662, and 95% confidence 







Figure 3.4 Thermal strain in the axial (a) and transverse (b) directions as a function of 
temperature for CNC films with different degrees of orientation. Behavior exhibited by 
all tested specimens are included in the full publication.9  
  
The decrease in CTEaxial could be captured using a simple rational fit ({a/(x+b)} 
where a=10.76, b=0.3721) with R2 = 0.9947 and 95% confidence bounds. Films with the 
highest alignment have a CTEaxial similar to ceramics or the lowest CTE metals. 







Figure 3.5 In-plane coefficient of thermal expansion vs. Hermans order parameter (S) for 
CNC films from room temperature to 100 ˚C, showing how increasing CNC alignment 
also increases the CTE anisotropy within the films.  The trend-lines were extrapolated to 
S=1 for CTEtrans (filled star) and CTEaxial (open star) to estimate the CTEs of a 
hypothetical perfectly aligned film. For comparison to a single cellulose Iβ crystal, the 
experimental CTEs reported22-24 for several lattice planes below 200 ˚C are also given.9  
 
 
3.3.4 Relationship between thermal expansion of single CNCs and CNC films 
To identify the origins of the film thermal expansion, the expansion of individual 
CNC crystals was compared to that of the CNC films. To simplify the comparison 
between the CTE of films and the CTE of cellulose Iβ, it is desirable to have the CNCs 
within the films aligned, so that the CTEaxial and CTEtrans have increased association with 
the cellulose Iβ lattice structure. The special case when S=1 is when the CNC films can 
be approximated as individual crystals placed parallel to each other, in which ~100% of 
the CNCs would be arranged with the long axis (i.e. c-axis) aligned parallel to the axial 
direction of the film. In this configuration, the contribution to the film CTE in the film 





the c-axis).  In the film transverse direction, though the CNC particles are free to rotate 
about their long axis (i.e. c-axis) so the contribution to the film CTE would result from 
the lattice expansions from a distribution of lattice planes (e.g., (110), (1 1 0), (200), etc).  
With this in mind, the trend-lines for CTEaxial and CTEtrans were extrapolated to S=1, 
resulting in 8 ppm/K, and 207 ppm/K, respectively. These fits provide the best R2 values 
and allow us to cautiously compare to known data of single crystal CTEs in a very 
limited fashion.   
The CTEaxial of the most highly aligned CNC films and that of an ideal S=1 CNC 
film are on the same order as those of a single crystal c-axis obtained from MD and XRD 
of cellulose Iβ (see Table 3.1). This suggests that the thermal expansion of highly aligned 
CNC films in the axial direction of the film is dominated by the relatively low CTE of 
individual CNC crystals in the c-axis, because either there are negligible contributions 
from interfacial effects or such effects scale with individual CNC CTE.  In contrast, we 
found that, in the transverse direction, the CTE of the films was always significantly 
higher than that from the lattice expansion in the (110), ( 11 0 ) , and (200) planes of 
cellulose Iβ. This indicates that the expansion of the CNC films in the transverse 
direction cannot be viewed as a simple summation of the expansion of single CNCs. 
Another means by which films can expand due to heating without (or in addition to) the 
expansion of individual CNC is through motion between adjacent crystals (i.e. at the 
CNC-CNC interface).  The CTEs of the lattice planes (200), (110), and (1 1 0) estimated 
via MD simulations were: ≈ 56, 20, and 19 ppm/K, respectively.  The predicted value for 
the (200) plane was in the range of experimental results in Table 3.1, while the values for 





experimental range. As observed from MD simulations, the CNC-CNC interface can 
produce a mechanism for relative thermal movement, which is related to the contact 
configuration between CNCs.9 The model predicts that the CNC-CNC intercrystal motion 
is more significant in the transverse directions than in the axial direction. This significant 
amount of intercrystal motion in the transverse directions may partially explain the 
discrepancy between the CTE of the experimental film in the transverse direction 
(CTEtrans≈ 207 ppm/K) and the experimental single crystal lattice expansion for (200), 
(110), (1 1 0). 
 
3.4 Thermal expansion of CNC/Polyethylene Oxide (PEO) composites 
The optical iridescence given by the chiral nematic self-organization of CNCs was 
successfully transferred to a PEO matrix (Mv 1,000 Sigma Aldrich) following a simple 
solvent casting process. The same as in the preparation of iridescent CNC films, 
undisturbed conditions and homogenous dispersions were fundamental to obtain high 
quality composite films. Textural features highlighted by linear polarized light allowed 
the calculation of composite CTEs in a contact-free fashion using CEMDIC. A 
significant reduction of more than 50% in the PEO CTE was achieved with a CNC 
loading of ~6.7 wt.%. Iridescence was preserved in all CNC/PEO composite films. The 
lower CTE limit observed for the CNC/PEO composites approached the CTE of bulk 
chiral nematic CNC films (~25 ppm/K), likely due to the predominant long-range 
structural self-organization of the CNCs and the strong hydrophilic interfacial interaction 






Figure 3.6 Thermal strains vs. temperature for different CNC/PEO composite films 
measured via CEMDIC.  
 
3.5 Summary  
We explored the influence of CNC orientation on the in-plane thermal expansion 
of neat CNC films in a contact-free way via CEMDIC utilizing the distinct birefringent 
optical properties of CNC films. We found that films with no preferential CNC 
orientation through the thickness (S: ~ 0.0) exhibited an isotropic CTE (~25 ppm/K). In 
contrast, films with aligned CNC orientations (S: ~0.4-0.8) had an anisotropic CTE 
response: for the highest CNC alignment (S: 0.8) the CTE parallel to CNC alignment was 
~9 ppm/K, while that perpendicular to CNC alignment was ~158 ppm/K. As the Hermans 
order parameter increased in CNC films, the axial CTE decreased to be on the order of 
that of ceramics (~10 ppm/K), whereas the CTE in the transverse direction approximated 
to that of polymers (> 50 ppm/K). A temperature-induced motion between crystals (i.e. 
CNC-CNC interfacial motion) could contribute to thermal expansion of CNC films as 





proposed to be due primarily to single crystal expansion and CNC-CNC interfacial 
motion. Finally, we incorporated cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) into polyethylene oxide 
(PEO) in an attempt to preserve the iridescent CNC optical reflection given by their chiral 
nematic organization, while reducing the composite thermal expansion. The hydrophilic 


















CHAPTER 4.  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN NANOSTRUCTURED FILMS: 
FROM SINGLE CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTALS TO BULK FILMS78 
4.1 Introduction  
The increasing interest in flexible electronics has pushed development of new 
nanomaterials that provide seamless integrated structure-property interactions required 
for a variety of new, efficient configurations in electronic devices (e.g., organic solar 
cells, organic light emitting diodes, etc.). Of particular interest is the development of 
materials with high flexibility, high impact strength and transparency with tailored 
stiffness, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity to minimize stability problems at 
interfaces within the electronic architectures. While a broad number of materials are 
being investigated in this regard, cellulose derivatives65,75,79,80 represent attractive 
candidates due to their abundant, renewable, and sustainable character81. Particularly, the 
unique set of properties exhibited by CNCs1 greatly expand the range of attainable 
properties and potential applications3 due to their intrinsic high anisotropy (Figure 4.1a) 
and remarkable organization capabilities.6,8 In the presence of solvents CNCs can form 
chiral nematic mesophases, which can in turn be transferred to the solid state after 
evaporation (see Chapter 1). The resultant chiral nematic nanostructures (Figure 4.1b)9,10 
can be distinguished by their in-plane property isotropy and iridescent structural 





Although the CNC chiral nematic organization can act at long range and so serve 
as a structural template for other material types assembly,84,85 external forces (e.g., shear, 
electric, magnetic, etc.) can disrupt the organization, to align the CNCs in specific 
directions and obtain different material responses. For instance, shear-alignment of 
aqueous CNC suspensions has been previously explored to reduce the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of nanostructured CNC films, while maintaining film transparency9 
(Figure 4.1d), as shown in Chapter 3; such tendency is highly beneficial in the design of 
organic electronic devices, especially light emitting diodes.2,4 Thermal conductivity is 
also a critical property, where CNC orientation can be very advantageous to improve heat 
management and offer a more efficient integral performance (i.e., device stability and 
durability75). Nonetheless, any structural modification performed to enhance optical and 
thermomechanical properties will be inherently connected to changes in the films’ heat 
transport properties. It is therefore desirable to understand the potential interplay between 
thermal conductivity and CNC organization, enabling further heat control in 
nanostructured materials.86,87 Here, we propose a multiscale description of the thermal 
conductivity from single cellulose crystals to their organized nanostructured films having 
different degrees of CNC orientation, while highlighting the fundamental role played by 








4.2 Experimental Methods  
4.2.1 CNC Film Preparation and CNC Alignment Characterization 
Self-organized films exhibiting the typical iridescent reflection and isotropic 2D-
XRD response (Figure 4.1c) were prepared by slowly evaporating diluted aqueous CNC 
suspensions under ambient conditions. Shear-oriented films were obtained by shear 
casting concentrated, pH adjusted CNC suspensions under different shear rates (Table 4.1) 
followed by undisturbed ambient evaporation to lock in the CNC alignment within the 
film (Figure 4.1d). Increasing the shear rate increased the degree of CNC in-plane 
alignment. Further details regarding film fabrication can be obtained in in Chapter 1.9 
Hermans order parameter10(S) was calculated to estimate the average CNC in-plane 
alignment within the bulk films (Equations 1.1-1.3).  
 
Table 4.1 Experimental Conditions for CNC film Processing78 
Ref # CNC in Aqueous 
Suspension [wt.%] 
Approx. Shear Rate [s-1] Order Parameter (S) 
1 1.6 0.0 0.0 
2 1.6 0.0 0.0 
3 1.6 0.0 0.0 
4 8.7 27 0.47 
5 10.1 600 0.57 
6 8.7 27 0.60 
7 8.7 27 0.54 
8 10.1 600 0.64 
9 8.7 300 0.64 
10 8.7 400 0.65 








4.2.2 Thermal Conductivity Measurement  
The in-plane thermal conductivity (k) of the CNC films near room temperature 
was measured in collaboration with IBM using a steady state bridge method with an 
aluminum radiation shield and vacuum enclosure setup that minimized radiative and 
convective heat losses, <6% total. Rectangular sections (25 mm x 3 mm) were first cut 
from the CNC film under study either perpendicular or parallel to the direction of crystal 
alignment. Further experimental details can be found in the original publication.78 
 
4.3 Results and Discussions  
4.3.1 Thermal Conductivity of Single CNCs 
MD simulations performed at UC Merced78 estimated the thermal conductivities 
in the chain (c-axis) and transverse (a- and b-axes) directions of a single cellulose Iβ 
crystal, using the slope of the linear temperature distribution and the imposed heat flux by 
using Fourier’s law. The thermal conductivity in the chain direction was predicted to be 
~5.7 ± 0.9 Wm-1K-1, whereas the transverse directions exhibited lower values of ~0.72 ± 
0.12 Wm-1K-1. The ten-fold increase in the chain direction can be directly correlated to 
the intrinsic crystalline anisotropy, where weaker intermolecular interactions in the 
transverse directions88 (i.e., hydrogen bonding in transverse directions as compared to 









Figure 4.1 (a) Atomistic illustration of a monoclinic single cellulose Iβ nanocrystal 
employed in MD simulations; spheres represent atoms with black carbon, blue oxygen, 
and yellow hydrogen. (b) Chiral nematic organization of individual CNCs following the 
helical direction (h), half pitch shown. Photographs of ~3 cm long, iridescent chiral 
nematic (c) and transparent shear oriented (d) cellulose nanostructured films. Insets in c 
and d show the corresponding 2D-XRD responses in transmission mode.78 
 
Materials with small unit cells, low thermal expansion and average sound velocity 
(~high elastic modulus to density ratio) are expected to have high thermal conductivity at 
high temperatures (i.e., above Debye temperature).89 Except for their relatively large90 
unit cells ~ 0.658 nm3,88 these properties are exhibited by the chain direction of a single 





larger than that previously reported for cellulose fiber/epoxy composites in the in-plane 
direction75 (~1.1 Wm-1K-1) and close to an order of magnitude larger than that exhibited 
by lingo-cellulosic specimens91 (birch hardwood ~ 0.25 Wm-1K-1) and by other types of 
materials like amorphous polymers92,93 (~ 0.2 Wm-1K-1) as well as liquid crystal 
composites (~ 0.7 Wm-1K-1 94) at room temperature. 
 
4.3.2 Phonon Mean Free Path in Single CNCs  
The range of phonon relaxation times and average phonon mean free paths for a 
single cellulose Iβ crystal in the transverse (~0.3-2.1 ps and ~1.7-5.3 nm) and axial (~ 
0.6-1.5 ps and ~6.5-12.6 nm) directions, were roughly estimated78 assuming that the heat 
transport is carried out only by acoustic phonons (i.e., electronic contribution to heat 
transport is minimal in electrically insulating materials and, although heteroatom unit 
cells allow the presence of optical phonons, they contribute only slightly to the transport 
of heat due to low group velocities90). The approximated phonon mean free paths found 
in CNCs – keeping in mind that phonon mean free paths exhibit broad distributions93 – 
were on the same order of magnitude of that calculated for highly aligned 
polyethylene,92,93,95 higher than that reported for vitreous silica above 200 K; ~7 Å92, but 
lower than that calculated for a nanotube rope, ~ 1 µm at 30 K.96 Phonon-phonon 
scattering supporting diffusive thermal equilibrium can be expected in the axial direction, 
as the phonon mean free path is shorter than the average longitudinal length of a single 
CNC, ~50-500 nm. More interesting, the fact that the phonon mean free path can exceed 
the lateral dimensions of single crystals of cellulose Iβ, ~5-20 nm,1 suggests that phonon 





the bulk films.97 The study of phonon scattering at interfaces offer unique opportunities 
for controlling bulk thermal conductivity, as in the case of enhanced thermoelectric 
materials98 (e.g., small grain size in polycrystalline systems).99 We propose an approach 
to capture this phenomenon in CNC nanostructured bulk films by using the interfacial 
thermal resistance or Kapitza resistance100 between two single cellulose Iβ crystals using 
MD simulations, and connecting it to phenomenological models to predict the bulk CNC 
response. 
 
4.3.3 CNC-CNC Interfacial Thermal Resistance 
The heat transport between two adjacent cellulose Iβ crystals has been reported78 
by MD simulations performed at UC Merced, in the chain, parallel and perpendicular 
configurations (Figure 4.2) – multiple interfacial configurations may be present during 
the self-organization of two identical crystals (e.g. 21 non-repetitive configurations for 6 
crystalline planes following Euler-Maclaurin sum formula with f(n)=n, n=6) –assuming a 
serial thermal resistance across the two cellulose Iβ crystals and the interface between 
them, where the interface is modeled (Equation 4.1) as an arbitrary object exhibiting the 







!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!        (4.1) 
where Lt is the total length of the two CNC model, Lc1 and Lc2 are the lengths of each 
cellulose crystal, and Li is the length of the interface in the heat transfer direction (Figure 
4.2). A similar naming scheme is used for thermal conductivity, k. The cross-sectional 





configuration (Figure 4.2). ki in the chain configuration (Figure 4.2a) was 0.043 Wm-1K-1, 
calculated from Equation 1 by using: Lc1=Lc2=5.4 nm as the lengths of the model crystals 
with  Li= 0.44 nm estimated for all configurations to be the average distance between two 
crystals.101 Thermal conductivities kc1=kc2=5.7 Wm-1K-1 and kt=0.77 Wm-1K-1 were 
calculated from the slope of the linear temperature distribution and the imposed heat flux, 
as described previously. Using the same approach, ki for the parallel (Figure 4.2b) and 
perpendicular (Figure 4.2c) configurations were estimated around 0.045 and 0.033 Wm-
1K-1, respectively (Table 4.2).  
 
 
Figure 4.2 Configurations studied for interfacial thermal resistance: (a) chain, (b) 
transverse perpendicular, and (c) transverse parallel; color scheme same as in Figure 4.1a, 
with the interface regions highlighted in red.78 
 
The thermal conductivity calculated through the modeled interface was 
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the total thermal conductivity of the 





transport in the bulk CNC films is limited by the interfaces between crystals. Interestingly, 
the range of thermal resistances estimated for the modeled interfaces between two 
cellulose Iβ single crystals (Li/ki), 9.4 to 12.6 m2 K GW-1, was lower than that found in 
some low thermal conductivity thermoelectric alloys102 (e.g. ~95 m2 K GW-1 for Si0.7Ge0.3 
at 300 K) and even lower than that of materials that show weak Van der Waals 
interactions103 but exceptionally high thermal conductivity (~ 6.6 kWm-1K-1),104 like 
carbon nanotubes (~ 83 m2 K GW-1).  
 
Table 4.2 Summary of anisotropic thermal conductivity found in select aligned materials.  
Material Type Alignment T [K] k [W/(mK)] Method Ref 
Single cellulose Iβ 
crystal  Chain direction 300 
 5.7 MD-Fourier* 
78 
 Transverse directions  0.72 MD-Fourier 
     Crystal-crystal 
Interface**  Chain Config. 
300 
 0.043 MD-Series* 
 Transverse Perp. Config.  0.033 MD-Series 
 
Transverse Paral. 
Config.  0.045 MD-Series 
      
CNC Film 
S~0 - Isotropic 
(Chiral nematic) 
298 0.25 Steady-State bridge 
78 
 300 0.29 MD-EMT-CY
* 
 300 0.35 MD-HN
* 
 S~0.76 - Perp. 298 0.22 Steady-State bridge 
 S~0.76 - Paral. 298 0.53 Steady-State bridge 
 S~1 - Perp. (!!
∗ ) 300 0.27 MD-Series 
 S~1 - Paral. (!∥
∗) 300 0.77 MD-Series 
      
PEEK Amorphous 295 0.24 
Laser-flash 
Radiometry 
105  DR:2.5-Perp. 295 0.2 









Table 4.2 (Continued) Summary of anisotropic thermal conductivity found in select 
aligned materials.  
 








10 wt.% BNNT - Paral. - 0.54 
      
Silkworm Silk 




Single silk - Paral. 300 2.4 - 4.7 
      
SWNT / HDPE 
0.6 vol.% SWNT - 
S~0.7 - Paral. - 1.20 Comparative 
Method 
108 1.2 vol.% SWNT - 
S~0.67 - Paral. - 1.25 
 
* MD simulations as input parameters in model.  
** The interface is modeled as an arbitrary object exhibiting the average properties between two 
identical crystals.   
 
 
The lower interfacial thermal resistance estimated between cellulose crystals can 
be mainly attributed to their strong surface energy (i.e., van der Waals forces, hydrogen 
bonds, hydrophobic interactions109,110), as thermal conductivity across interfaces scales 
with interfacial bonding strength.111–113 Further steps in enhancing heat transport in CNC 
bulk films could be achieved by controlling bonding at crystal-crystal interfaces together 
with the self-organization of single crystals. 
 
 
4.3.4 Thermal Conductivity of CNC Films 
We explored the thermal conductivity of freestanding CNC bulk films that were 
processed under two different conditions: self-organization and shear-orientation. Self-





typical cholesteric orientations reported for such films.9,76,82 In contrast for the shear-
oriented films, S ranged from ~0.47 to ~0.76. The in-plane thermal conductivity for self-
organized and shear-oriented CNC films is shown in Figure 4.3. Self-organized films 
exhibited in-plane isotropy (0.25 ± 0.04 Wm-1K-1 at S≈0) likely due to the chollesteric 
organization present such films.9,10 For the shear-orientated films the thermal 
conductivity was measured in the directions parallel (!∥), and perpendicular (!!) to the 
shear direction as a function of CNC alignment.  With increased CNC alignment the 
thermal conductivity in the direction parallel to shear direction increased, where at 
S≈0.76 there was a two-fold increase ~0.53 ± 0.05 Wm-1K-1 as compared to self-
organized films. For the direction perpendicular to the shear direction, the thermal 
conductivity slightly increased at low orientations as CNC alignment increased –likely 
due to an improvement of phonon propagation due to the random interfacial contacts– 
followed by a decrease at high orientations (above S≈0.63), consistent with the increase 
of interfaces in the heat flow direction (Figure 4.3III).  
The effect of increased anisotropy in the thermal conductivity as molecular 
alignment increases has also been observed in liquid crystals,114,115 polymers105 and 
biomacromolecules107 in which molecular interactions are typically mediated by strong 
directional hydrogen bonds. (Figure 4.4, Table 4.2). Figure 4.4 also shows how CNC-
based materials offer a broad spectrum of design possibilities, as CNC alignment can 
provide low coefficients of thermal expansion – as compared to graphene composites – 
while controlling thermal conductivity and optical response. Likewise, factors such as 
thermally activated intercrystalline motion,9 crystal-crystal interfaces and crystal 





cellulose Iβ films as compared to single cellulose Iβ crystals in their correspondent 
directions, yet providing similar responses (Figure 4.4). 
 
4.3.5 Modeling Thermal Transport in Nanostructured CNC Films 
The connection between the thermal conductivity of a single cellulose Iβ crystal 
and the experimental thermal conductivity of bulk films can be established by integrating 
the critical role of interfacial thermal resistance116 with elements like single crystal 
anisotropy and CNC orientation within a multiscale predictive model. Here, we employ 
two different models to describe the chiral nematic-like and nematic-like response of 
CNC films based on MD predictions. Such an approach can be directly extended to other 
complex nanostructured materials,87 polycrystalline structures,102 and composite 
systems103 where interfaces and organization are governing factors.  
Since the in-plane isotropic response observed in self-organized CNC films is 
given by a highly organized chiral nematic structure with a finite number of interactions 
rather than by a random distribution,9 we approximate the description of the system as an 
effective medium and account for the distribution of orientations following Choy & 
Young’s adaptation117 of Maxwell’s effective medium theory (EMT-CY) and the 
Hermans order parameter. The EMT-CY model has been previously applied to describe 
the thermal conductivity response in oriented semicrystalline polymers,95,117,118 as the 
traditional EMT assumptions (i.e., anisotropic, non-interacting spherical inclusions 
embedded in continuous medium) could be approximated to crystals embedded in an 
amorphous polymeric matrix. A similar approach is adopted here, in which we consider 





an anisotropic single crystal as a composite unit cell116 extending throughout the film 
(Figure 4.3I) as given by Equations 4.2 to 4.6.  Their deduction involves polarizability 
and dielectric tensors in a frame defined by the crystalline axial direction of the inclusion 
and other by the alignment direction, where the dielectric constants are analogous to 
thermal conductivities.117 
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where x is the crystalline fraction, here approximated as the volume fraction ~ 0.86, 
based on density fraction to pure cellulose nanocrystals (~1.38/1.6). kch is the thermal 
conductivity of the isotropic film (obtained from a chiral nematic film with S~0), which 
allows solving for the effective matrix thermal conductivity (km). Equations 4.3 and 4.4 
are used to calculate the thermal conductivity of the bulk CNC films parallel (!∥) and 
perpendicular (!!) to the shear direction. !!! and !!∥ are the thermal conductivities of a 
single CNC in the transverse (a- or b-axis) and axial (c-axis) crystalline directions (Table 
4.2), respectively, and γ is the orientational angle of the crystals with respect to the shear 





~10.2 m2 K GW-1 will yield a layer with km ~0.022 Wm-1K-1. The scheme agrees with the 
initial deduction of an inclusion interacting with the average medium as a whole117 
instead of dealing with a multi-body interaction, and allows the estimation of thermal 
conductivity in CNC films by using MD simulations as the only input parameters. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Experimental thermal conductivity of CNC films and models predictions as a 
function of orientation. (I) Isotropic chiral nematic organization in CNC films, half pitch 
shown. MD-EMT-CY model in CNCs assuming single crystals embedded in a chiral 
nematic matrix. Hypothetical S≈1 where CNCs are aligned parallel (II) and perpendicular 
(III) to the shear direction (MD-HN model). Bar at S≈0.63 represents a possible change 






Figure 4.3 shows how the MD-EMT-CY model approaches the thermal 
conductivity of films tested in the direction parallel to shear direction (!∥) as single CNCs 
align along the shear direction. Although capturing the slight decrease present in the 
experimental data, thermal conductivities in the direction perpendicular to shear 
orientation (!! ) were underestimated, as the model does not account for possible 
additional phonon contributions. A more accurate phenomenological description can be 
based on the film processing conditions and crystal characteristics, involving possible 
medium discontinuities, crystalline size distribution, and accounting for any potential 
interaction or spacing generated by electrolytes present in the precursor suspensions. 
Although, some of the micromechanical (e.g. Halpin-Tsai, percolation, etc.) and classical 
EMT models could address a few of those effects separately,116,119–121 the simple MD-
EMT-CY approach can closely bound the thermal conductivity response of CNC films, 
suggesting that for low alignments (i.e. below S≈0.63) the nanostructured films will tend 
to transport heat in the in-plane direction like a chiral nematic composite structure 
(Figure 4.3I) rather than as a disorganized system. However, such a generalized approach 
(Figure 4.3I) would be less applicable once the chiral nematic structure is less 
predominant (i.e., in Figure 4.3 the MD-EMT-CY model saturates around S≈0.63) and 
nanostructured films can be better seen as CNC clusters pointing out at a specific angle 
with respect to the shear direction (Figure 4.3, cases II and III), therefore approaching 






Figure 4.4 Ashby plot of thermal response of cellulose Iβ and bulk CNC films with 
respect to other engineering materials. Results for cellulose Iβ and bulk CNC films were 
based on the MD simulations and experimental measurements, respectively.78 
 
In Henning’s model (Equations 4.7-4.9), tensor transformations are employed to 
account for the influence of orientation and properties of structural units in the properties 

























The input parameters for the HN model are the thermal conductivities of the 
configurations shown in Figure 4.3, cases II and III (!∥∗ ≈ 0.77 Wm-1K-1, !!∗  ≈ 0.27 Wm-
1K-1), which can be estimated by summing the individual thermal resistances of 
anisotropic cellulose crystals and crystal-crystal interfaces in series, available from MD 
data (!!"#$%,∥!"# ≈ !!"#$%,!!"# ≈ !!!!"#!"# ≈4.4 Å; !!"#$%,∥!"# ≈ 0.035 Wm-1K-1, !!"#$%,!!"# ≈ 0.047 Wm-
1K-1, !!!!"#!"# ≈ 0.046 Wm-1K-1). 
 The model, which is in principle based on rotational symmetric crystals, has also 
predicted the response of uniaxially stretched amorphous polymers.122 Although a 
parallel configuration can also be conceived (i.e., assuming a uniform temperature 
gradient)92, a series model assuming uniform heat flux throughout the structure and 
summing up thermal resistivities has been shown to describe well the thermal 
conductivity of films in the directions parallel and perpendicular to shear direction.122 
The MD-HN model predicts a thermal conductivity of ~ 0.35 Wm-1K-1 for an isotropic 
film, which is close to that found by MD-EMT-CY ~ 0.29 Wm-1K-1, which, in turn, is 
closer to that of the self-organized films (~0.25 ± 0.04 Wm-1K-1) due to the cholesteric 
structural assumption. Thus, the MD-HN model can also describe more accurately the 
thermal conductivity of CNC films above S≈0.63 as compared to the MD-ECM-CY 
model, likely due to the fact that the effect that inherent polydispersity of CNCs has on 





crystalline clusters and interfacial contacts are unbalanced along the film, being 
minimized parallel and maximized perpendicular to shear alignment. 
 
4.4 Summary  
Using an order of magnitude analysis we determined that the phonon mean free 
path can actually exceed the dimensions of the single crystal, suggesting a significant 
contribution of interfaces to phonon scattering. MD simulations confirmed a drastic 
decrease in thermal conductivity due to the interface between two cellulose crystals in 
several different configurations. Nonetheless, such inherent thermal transport barrier 
found for CNCs was almost an order of magnitude lower than that exhibited by carbon 
nanotubes, and equal those present in low thermal conductivity thermoelectric alloys. 
Two models –MD-EMT-CY and MD-HN – that account for CNC orientation and CNC-
CNC interfaces captured the experimental in-plane thermal conductivity response of bulk 
CNC films. We also demonstrated how MD simulations and CNC orientation can closely 
describe and potentially control the conductive heat transport from nanostructured 
isotropic-chollesteric to anisotropic shear-oriented cellulose films, while keeping an 
intricate connection with the broad range of possible optical responses needed for further 










CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We explored the structural control of cellulose nanocrystals for the enhancement 
of thermal and optical properties in nanostructured films. The coefficients of thermal 
expansion determined for CNC films were highly dependent on nanoparticle orientation, 
where films with high CNC alignment dramatically reduced the thermal expansion to 
values typically exhibited by metals and ceramics. Due to the induced anisotropy, the 
coefficient of thermal expansion of CNC films in the direction perpendicular to shear 
alignment was increased to be comparable to those of engineering polymers. The in-plane 
isotropy developed by preparing chiral nematic CNC films allowed us to obtain isotropic 
thermal expansions with high optical reflection.  
Our proposed approach of coupling contrast enhanced microscopy and digital 
image correlation (CEMDIC) facilitated the measurement of coefficients of thermal 
expansion in a contact-free way. CEMDIC overcomes the limitations in CTE 
determination of soft materials, as textural features can be readily generated via polarized 
light or phase contrast, and unnecessary contacts present in conventional testing methods 
are eliminated. The non-destructive nature of CEMDIC offers full-field strain 





The structural control of CNCs yielded similar responses in thermal transport, 
where chiral nematic films produced isotropic thermal conductivities that were modified 
by nanoparticle preferential alignment. Nonetheless, the influence of crystalline interface
seemed to entirely govern the maximum achievable response. The control of interfacial 
bonding emerges as an option for improving thermal transport by reducing phonon 
scattering at interfaces. The chemical functionalization of the CNC surface opens new 
windows for control of thermal response and flexible solvent processing.  Within the 
unique potentials of CNCs in the modification of properties structure-wise, the 
simultaneous control appears as an attractive future direction. As an initial step in that 
direction, we demonstrated proper conditions to obtain optical iridescence and preserve 
in-plane isotropy in thermal expansion and thermal conductivity. In the same fashion, the 
long-range orientational order present in CNCs can be preserved within polymer matrixes 
in order to broaden the spectrum of achievable thermomechanical properties. The 
advancement of CNC-based materials appears to be intimately connected to progress of 
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